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Abstract 

An experimental study on the evolution of the physicochemical, thermal and 

nanostructural properties of chitosan samples obtained from squid pens as the 

deacetylation treatment proceeds is presented. To this aim, potentiometric titration, 

capillary viscosimetry, infrared spectroscopy, differential scanning calorimetry and 

positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy were used. The results obtained are 

discussed in terms of the influence of the deacetylation time on the deacetylation 

degree, average molecular weight, thermal parameters and average free nanohole size of 

the different samples. A way of preparing chitosan matrices with tailored nanostructural 

characteristics for specific applications through the deacetylation process is explored. 
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1. Introduction 

Chitin is a homopolymer composed of β-(1→4)-linked N-acetyl-D-glucosamine 

(GlcNAc) commonly found in animals, particularly in crustaceans and insects, where it 

is an essential constituent of the exoskeleton, mollusks, and in certain fungi where it is 

the principal fibrillar polymer in the cell wall (Roberts, 1992). When this biopolymer is 

isolated from crab and shrimp shells, it has an α-crystallographic structure in which the 

main chains present an anti-parallel arrangement with a strong intermolecular hydrogen 

bonding. In squid pens, a different crystalline polymorph, known as β-chitin, is present. 

This crystallographic structure is characterized by weaker intermolecular forces due to 

the parallel disposition of the polymer chains. Despite being the most abundant 

polysaccharide after cellulose, chitin is not widely used for industrial applications 

because it is insoluble in many solvents (Kumari & Rath, 2014). By thermochemical 

alkaline deacetylation of chitin, a linear polysaccharide, known as chitosan, is produced. 

The percentage of glucosamine units (GlcN) in the structure of this biopolymer is 

known as deacetylation degree (DD%), which plays a key role in the chemical, physical 

and biological properties of chitin and chitosan. In the literature, this polysaccharide is 

considered as chitosan when the DD% is higher than 50% (Rinaudo, 2006). On the 

other hand, the European Chitin Society (EUCHIS) consider that chitin and chitosan 

should be distinguished according to their solubility in 0.1 M acetic acid; specifically, 

chitosan  being soluble in this solution  unlike chitin (Weinhold et al., 2009). 

The free volume theory was developed several years ago as an attempt to explain 

thermal, mechanical or diffusive properties of polymers as a function of the 

temperature, specific volume, thermal expansion coefficients, or viscosity (Fox & Flory, 

1948) (Ferry, 1980). This concept is used to explain the relationship between the above-

mentioned properties and some variables corresponding to polymer structure such as 

molecular weight, terminal groups contents, among others (Wypych, 2017).  

Many of the main potential applications of chitosan (for example, barrier coatings, 

drug delivery systems or pollutant adsorption systems) are highly dependent on the 

matrix free volume. In fact, permeation and/or diffusion of solutes (gases, organic 

molecules, metal atoms, etc.) and their associated kinetics are related to the average free 

nanohole sizes of the polymer matrix. 
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Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy (PALS) has proven to be an excellent 

tool to detect changes at the nanoscale in polymers  (Jean, 1990). In fact, PALS is the 

only analytical technique that makes it possible to directly obtain the size and 

concentration of the free nanohole volumes in porous materials (Jean, Mallon & 

Shrader, 2003) (Sharma & Pujari, 2017). 

To our knowledge, only a scarce number of works focused on the characterization 

of  chitosan matrices using PALS as main experimental technique has been reported. 

For example, (Lecaros et al., 2016) reported results of a study of the reversibility of 

thermoresponsive chitosan/butyl glycidyl ether particles. (Sharma et al., 2013) used 

PALS to follow changes in the nanohole sizes in chitosan-NiO nanocomposites as a 

function of the NiO nanoparticles content. (Chaudhary, Went, Nakagawa, Buckman & 

Sullivan, 2010) studied the influence of the water absorption and the cross-linking on 

the free nanohole volume in chitosan-nanoclay samples. PALS was used by (Ma et al., 

2010) to measure the free volume sizes in chitosan active layers of 

chitosan/polyacrylonitrile composite membranes as a function of the 

chitosan/polyacrylonitrile ratio. Authors of the present work used the spectroscopy 

nuclear technique PALS jointly with Fourier Transformed infrared spectroscopy (FT-

IR), UV-vis and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) to study the structural 

changes produced in the matrix of chitosan films as a consequence of the adsorption of 

different amounts of copper and chromium ions (Anbinder, Macchi, Amalvy & 

Somoza, 2019). These authors reported results about the influence of the grafting 

process on the morphological and physicochemical properties of chitosan-graft-poly(n-

butyl acrylate) co-polymers (Anbinder, Macchi, Amalvy & Somoza, 2016). It is worth 

mentioning that to our knowledge, there are no reported PALS results regarding the 

influence of the deacetylation process on the nanostructural properties of chitosan-based 

systems. 

In the present work, a systematic study on the evolution of the physicochemical, thermal 

and nanostructural properties of chitosan samples obtained from squid pens produced as 

a function of the deacetylation degree is presented. Towards this aim, potentiometric 

titration,  capillary viscosimetry, FT-IR spectroscopy and DSC analytical techniques 

commonly used in polymer science, jointly with the non-conventional nuclear 
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spectroscopic technique PALS were used. To carry out the present work it was assumed 

that it is possible to prepare chitosan matrices with tailored nanostructural 

characteristics for specific applications through changes in the deacetylation process. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Material and chemicals 

Squid pens from Illex argentinus were obtained and kindly donated by the company 

Luis Solimeno and sons AS ―Planta Mare‖. NaOH (Anedra), acetic acid (Cicarelli), 

sodium acetate (Sigma-Aldrich), HCl (Anedra) and ethanol (Anedra) used in this work 

were of analytical grade and were used without purification.  

Squid pen chitin isolation 

Squid pens were washed with tap water to remove tissue residues; then, clean pens 

were dried and minced.  

To deproteinize the raw material, pens powder (particle sizes ≤ 0.5 mm) was treated 

with a 1M NaOH solution in a 1:25 solid/solution ratio at room temperature (RT) under 

continuous stirring. To determine the treatment time, UV-vis spectroscopy was used to 

follow the extracted protein in the alkaline solution through the deproteinization 

process. Toward this aim, the band at 280 nm specific for the presence of tryptophan 

residues was considered (Chaussard & Domard, 2004). Beyond 5 h of treatment, there 

was no significant increment in the 280 nm band intensity. Consequently, we have 

defined 5 h as the time in which an efficient protein removal with minor effects in other 

sample properties (i.e., MW, DD%) is achieved. Thereby, the suspension was filtered, 

the solids were washed with deionized water until neutral pH, then with ethanol, and 

finally dried at 40 °C. As a result, the obtained chitin was a white powder.  

 

Chitosan preparation  

Chitin (CH) was suspended in a 40 wt.% aqueous NaOH solution and heated at 90 

°C under a nitrogen purge with stirring for 4, 8, 12, 24 and 48 h. The chitin/solution 
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ratio was 1:100. After the reaction, the chitosan powder was washed with deionized 

water until neutral pH, then with ethanol and finally dried at 40 °C. The obtained 

powder was stored in a desiccator until use.  

Table 1 summarizes the nomenclature used to identify the studied samples. 

 

Table 1: Nomenclature of the studied samples 

Deacetylation 

time (h) 
0 4 8 12 24 48 

Sample name CH CS04 CS08 CS12 CS24 CS48 

2.2. Potentiometric titration (PT) 

The different samples were dispersed in a known excess of acid (HCl, 0.1 M) and 

titrated with a 0.1 M NaOH solution to obtain a curve with two inflection points 

(titration curves are presented in Figure S.1). The degree of deacetylation was calculated 

by: 

   
           (   )

                     (   )
     [1] 

where w(NH2) is the weight fraction of the amino groups: 

 (   )      
                

    
         [2] 

where V represents the volume of consumed titrant (in mililitres) between the two 

abrupt changes of pH, Wdry the dry weight of chitosan sample (in grams) and c the 

NaOH molar concentration (Zhang, Zhang, Ding Zhang & Liu, 2011). DD and w(NH2) 

are expressed as percentages. Experiments were performed in triplicate. 

 

2.3. Viscometric molecular weight  

An Ubbelohde capillary viscometer (ϕ=0.5 mm) was used to perform the viscosity 

measurements at RT following the technique described by Rinaudo, Milas & Dung, 
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(1993). The viscometric molecular weight (Mv) was calculated using the following 

equation: 

     
            [3] 

where ƞ is the intrinsic viscosity (in mL/g), K and a are empirical constants that 

depend on the nature of the solvent and the polymer. In this work, a solvent composed 

of 0.3 M acetic acid/0.2 M sodium acetate was used. According to Rinaudo et al. 

(1993), Mv was calculated using K=0.074 mL/g and a=0.76. Experiments were 

performed in triplicate. 

 

2.4. Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy 

FT-IR spectra were performed in the transmission mode using a FT-IR (Nicolet 

Magna-IR 55) spectrometer in the wavenumber range of 4000 to 400 cm
-1

, taking 32 

scans per spectra, with a resolution of 4 cm
-1

. Samples were milled, mixed with KBr 

and then compressed with an hydraulic press at 1 ton. As a result, disks of 10 mm 

diameter and a typical thickness of about 100 μm were obtained. 

In the present work, to calculate the degree of deacetylation, the absorbance ratio 

A1320/A1420 was calculated using the equation proposed by Brugnerotto et al. (2001): 

      
     

                 
           

where A1320 and A1420 are the absorbance of the bands at 1320 and 1420 cm
-1

, 

respectively; and DA is the degree of acetylation. According to the definition of the 

degree of deacetylation DD% = 100 - DA, the following equation can be derived: 

  ( )      [      
     
     

     ]             

To obtain the A1420 and A1320 values from the FT-IR spectra, linear baselines in the 

ranges  [1460-1400 cm
-1

] and [1340-1290 cm
-1

] were used, respectively.  
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2.5. Differential scanning calorimetry  

To obtain DSC thermograms, a TA-Q20 calorimeter was used. Samples of 10 mg 

were heated at 10 °C/min from 20 °C to 500 °C with N2 purge (50 mL/min). For the 

data treatment, the TA Advantage software (v. 5.0.1) was used. 

 

2.6.  Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy 

i) PALS system set-up 

PALS spectra were obtained using a ―fast-fast‖ timing coincidence spectrometer 

with a time resolution of 360 ps in a collinear geometry. A 10 μCi sealed source of  

22
NaCl deposited onto two thin Kapton foils (7.5 μm thick) sandwiched between two 

―identical‖ samples was used as positron source. The spectra were acquired at RT, and 

typically 1.5-2 x 10
6
 counts per spectrum were collected. The PALS parameters 

reported in this work for each sample are at least an average of ten measurements at the 

same experimental conditions. 

To obtain PALS samples, powders of CH and CS with different deacetylation times 

were pressure compressed to prepare pairs of disks of 10 mm diameter and 2 mm 

thickness. 

PALS spectra were satisfactorily decomposed into three discrete lifetime 

components using the LT10 software (Giebel & Kansy, 2011). 

ii) PALS model 

 According to the common interpretation for PALS measurements in polymers, 

spectra are deconvoluted into three discrete lifetime components (Jean, 1990), where the 

shortest lifetime component τ1 (0.15 – 0.3 ns) is attributed to positrons annihilated into 

the bulk and to para-Positronium (p-Ps) annihilations and the intermediate component τ2 

(0.35-0.60 ns) is attributed to positrons annihilated in low electron density regions of the 

structure. The longest lifetime component τ3 (1.5-2.2 ns) is ascribed to ortho-
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Positronium (o-Ps) decay in the nanoholes forming the free volume; this is, τ3 = τo-Ps. 

The parameter I3 = Io-Ps is the intensity associated with this long-lifetime component.  

A correlation between the o-Ps and the size of the hole is possible assuming a 

spherical approximation of holes of radii R, as expressed using a simple quantum 

mechanical model; the Tao-Eldrup model (Eldrup, Lightbody & Sherwood, 1981); 

(Tao, 1972) 

         *
  

    
 

 

  
   (

   

    
)+

  
         [6] 

where o-Ps is given in ns and R=1.66 Å is an empirical parameter valid for various 

molecular materials, such as polymers. The average nanohole free volume (vh) can then 

be calculated as:  

   
 

 
            [7] 

In the present work, we have used the simplest approach to get the fractional free 

nanohole volume (FFV), in which the number of the nanoholes forming the free volume 

is related to the intensity associated with the o-Ps lifetime (Kobayashi et al., 1989);  

(Wang, Nakanishi, Jean & Sandreczki , 1990). Under this frame, FFV can be assumed 

to be proportional to the number of nanoholes and the average volume of each 

nanohole. Then, the following semi-empirical equation can be used:  

                  [8] 

where vh (in Å
3
) is obtained from Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), Io-Ps (in %) represent the relative 

number density of free volumes in the material matrix, and A=0.0018 is a scale constant 

(Nakanishi, Wang & Jean, 1988). 

 

3. Results and discussion  

As mentioned in Sec. 2.2., the extracted chitin was a white powder, and the 

subsequent deacetylation process did not induce a color change. 
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After deproteinization, the chitin content was about 30 wt.% regarding the original 

weight of the cleaned and dried pens. The performance of the deacetylation step was 

around ~70 wt.% with respect to the dried chitin; thus, the chitosan production had an 

overall yield of around ~21 wt.%, which agrees with the values reported by Kurita et 

al., (1993).  

The evolution of the deacetylation degree as a function of time calculated using PT 

and FT-IR techniques is presented in Fig. 1 and Table 2. In this figure, the results 

obtained using both techniques have a similar behavior.  

Table 2: Deacetylation degree values measured by potentiometric titration (PT) and FT-IR 

techniques. In the last column, values of the measured molecular weight of samples are also reported (see 

experimental details below).  

Sample 
Deacetylation 

time (h) 

DD (%) 
 

Mv (kDa) 
PT FT-IR 

CH 0 13 ± 3 6.0 ± 0.2 n/d 

CS04 4 66 ± 7 58 ± 1 n/d 

CS08 8 69 ± 5 69 ± 2 n/d 

CS12 12 78  ± 2 78 ± 2 310 ± 23 

CS24 24 89 ± 6 86 ± 2 278 ± 18 

CS48 48 98 ± 6 89 ± 2 184 ± 17 

*
"n/d" means not determined. Reported errors are standard deviation (n=3) 

Until 12 hours of alkaline deacetylation treatment, DD% values sharply increase 

until ~80 %; then, a slight increase in this parameter was found, reaching a final value 

which varies between ~90 and ~98 %. 
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It is worth mentioning that the treatment conditions used in the deproteinization 

step were selected in order to preserve the chitin structure as close as possible to that 

observed in the squid pens. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Deacetylation degree calculated by potentiometric titration and FT-IR as a function of the 

deacetylation time. Dotted lines are only for an eye guide. 

 

In Fig. 2, the FT-IR spectra of chitin and the different chitosan samples prepared in 

this work are presented. In Table S.1 presented in Supplementary Information, the usual 

identification of the main absorption bands of chitosan are listed (Brugnerotto et al., 

2001; Kasaai, 2008; Kurita et al., 1993; Mekahlia & Bouzid, 2009; Pawlak & Mucha, 

2003). For the FT-IR spectrum corresponding to the obtained CH sample, certain 

particular bands that correspond to the β-chitin are observed; specifically, the single 

band at 1660 cm
-1

, which is attributed to the amide I (Kurita et al., 1993; Roberts, 1992) 

and the shoulder at 3280 cm
-1

 corresponding to the axial deformation of the NH group 

in the C=O...H–N intermolecular hydrogen bonding (Kurita et al., 1993; Roberts, 1992). 
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Fig. 2- (a) FT-IR spectra for chitin (CH) and the different deacetylated chitosan (CS) samples. For 

the sake of clarity, the spectra were arbitrarily shifted in the Y-axis. (b) Zoomed FT-IR spectra in the 

fingerprint region. The wavenumber assignment of each absorption band labeled from (a) to (g) are given 

in Table S.1 of Supplementary Information. 

 

Conversely, in Fig. 2 the shoulder at 1627 cm
-1

 typical of α-chitin (Focher, Naggi, 

Torri, Cosani & Terbojevich, 1992; Kurita et al., 1993; Roberts, 1992) is not observed. 

As noted in the figure, when the deacetylation treatment proceeds, several changes 

in different absorption bands occur. Qualitatively, a reduction in the absorbance of the 

1660 cm
−1

 amide I band in correspondence with an increase in the absorbance of the 

1560 cm
−1

 amide II band is observed. This behavior can be ascribed to changes in the 

number of acetamide and amine groups, respectively. Moreover, an increase in the 

absorbance of the 1320 cm
-1

 band assigned to the -NH2 groups is observed, while the 

1420 cm
-1 

reference -CH2 band remains unchanged. From the absorbance values 

corresponding to the 1320 and 1420 cm
-1

 bands, the degree of deacetylation defined in 

Eq. (5) was calculated (see Table S.2).  

Furthermore, among the physicochemical parameters of chitosan samples measured 

in this work, the obtained Mv values are presented in Table 2. As shown in this table, in 

the range between 12 h and 48 h of the deacetylation treatment, Mv values strongly and 

systematically decrease from 310 kDa to 167 kDa. In samples with deacetylation 

treatments shorter than 12 h, specifically, 0 h, 4 h and 8 h; it was not possible to obtain 
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the viscometric molecular weights values. When the CH, CS04 and CS08 samples were 

dispersed in the solvent mentioned in Section 2.4, a gel suspension commonly named in 

the industry as ―fish eyes‖ was obtained. It is known that particles in this kind of 

colloidal systems are soluble in the outer layers and swollen in the inner layers of the 

gel formed (Bough, Salter, Wu & Perkins, 1978). Bough et al., (1978) reported that this 

kind of suspension has an extremely high viscosity which does not necessarily imply 

high molecular weight.  

Furthermore, it is possible to obtain indirect information on the changes in chitosan 

molecular weight by analyzing certain bands in the FT-IR spectrum. Specifically, a 

diminution in the absorbance of the bands at 1157 cm
-1

 and 890 cm
-1

, attributed to two 

different C–O–C vibrations modes on glycosidic linkages (see Table S.1), is indicative 

of chitosan depolymerization. In Fig. 3, absorbance values obtained for those bands 

against the deacetylation time are presented. In the figure, a systematic decrease of both 

absorbances throughout the process can be observed; this behavior is more noticeable 

during the first 12 h of the deacetylation process. Summarizing, it can be inferred that 

the chitosan MW is affected by the hydrolysis of the glycosidic bond throughout the 

alkaline treatment, and the scission of these bonds is more significant in the first stages 

of the process. This analysis is also supported by the results reported by Tolaimate, 

Desbrieres, Rhazi & Alagui, (2003) and Tsaih & Chen, (2003). 
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Fig. 3. Peak height of the bands assigned to glycosidic bond as a function of the deacetylation time. Band 

assignment is presented in Table S.1. Dotted lines are only for eye guide. 

 

In Fig. 4, the DSC thermograms of chitin and chitosan samples treated with 

different deacetylation times are presented. All the thermograms present a broad 

endothermic peak in the range of 80°C - 170°C and two exothermic peaks, one around 

310°C and the other between 350°C - 450°C. As usual, the endothermic peak is ascribed 

to the evaporation of bound water in the samples, while the first exothermic peak is 

attributed to the thermal degradation of the amino (GlcN) groups, and the second one 

corresponds to the decomposition of the acetamide (GlcNAc) units (Nam, Park, Ihm & 

Hudson, 2010), (Neto et al., 2005). 

350 400 450 500100 200 300 400 500

CS24
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o
C )
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Fig. 4- (a) DSC thermograms of the different deacetyled chitosan samples. The spectra were shifted 

vertically for the sake of clarity. (b) Zoomed thermograms in the temperature range 350ºC – 500ºC range 

(see text). 

From the β-chitin sample DSC thermogram presented in Fig. 4, it can be observed 

that the exothermic peak at ~310°C is very small when compared with those obtained 

for the CS samples. This feature owes to the low amount of GlcN residues (~10%, see 

Table 2) present in the sample.  

In Table 3, values of the characteristic parameters of the DSC thermograms, 

specifically the exotherm temperatures and their corresponding enthalpies, for the CH 
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and CS samples are presented. In all cases, it can be seen that as the deacetylation 

reaction proceeds the GlcN exothermic peak area increases while that assigned to 

GlcNAc decreases. In particular, for the CS48 sample the thermal degradation peak 

corresponding to the acetamide group in GlcNAc units was non-detectable; this 

behavior can be attributed to the low content of these functional groups, as reported in 

Table 2. 

 

Table 3- Thermal parameters obtained from the DSC thermograms presented for the studied samples 

presented in Fig. 4. The label n/d means non-detectable.  

Sample 
Deacetylation 

time (h) 

Exotherm (GlcN) Exotherm (GlcNAc) 

Tpeak (°C) ∆Hexo (J/g) Tpeak (°C) ∆Hexo (J/g) 

CH 0 308 5.3 370 13.9 

CS04 4 304 190 443 5.5 

CS08 8 308 208 442 4.4 

CS12 12 310 215 438 3.6 

CS24 24 314 232 434 1.8 

CS48 48 310 236 n/d n/d 

 

In Fig. 5 (a), the thermal degradation enthalpy of the amino groups ΔHexo (GlcN) is 

presented as a function of the deacetylation time. In this figure, it can be observed that 

during the first 12 hours of the deacetylation treatment, the ΔHexo (GlcN) for the CS 

samples linearly increases with the time; for longer deacetylation times the linear 

increase of  the entalphy is significantly slower. It is worth noting that a similar 

behavior was observed for the parameters reported in Figs. 1 and 3. In Fig.5 (b), the plot 
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ΔHexo (GlcN) as a function of the deacetylation degree is presented. The observed linear 

relationship between both parameters is in agreement with that reported by Guinesi & 

Cavalheiro, (2006). These authors proposed to use the thermal degradation enthalpy of 

the amino groups as a predictor parameter of the DD% values.  

 

Fig. 5- Thermal degradation enthalpy of amino groups (GlcN) as a function of (a) deacetylation time and 

(b) deacetylation degree. Dotted lines are only for an eye guide. 

In Fig. 6, values of free nanohole volume and the fractional free volume (vh and 

FFV) as a function of the deacetylation time obtained for the different samples are 

presented. As shown in the figure, vh and FFV parameters have almost the same 

behavior. Taking into account Eq. 8 and the results reported in Fig. 6, it can be 

concluded that the main positron parameter that reveals the nanostructural changes of 

the CS samples is vh. Therefore, from now on, the discussion of positron results will be 

focused in the evolution of the average nanohole size as a function of the deacetylation 

time.  

For the chitin sample, the average nanohole size obtained was 99 Å
3
. It deserves to 

be mentioned that, to our knowledge, there are no reported in the literature vh values for 

α- or ꞵ-chitin.  

In Fig. 6, it can be identified two stages of the evolution of the positron parameters 

(vh and FFV) for increasing deacetylation times. The first stage, between 0 and 12 h of 

treatment, is characterized by a sharp linear decrease of both parameters. In the second 
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stage, for deacetylation times longer than 12 h, a steady linear increase of vh and FFV is 

observed.  

 

Fig. 6- Free nanohole volumes and fractional free volume as a function of the deacetylation time. Dotted 

lines are only for an eye guide. Detailed information regarding the values of the different positron 

parameters is presented in Supplementary Information (see Table S.3). 

 

During the first stage of deacetylation process the vh values systematically decrease 

up to about 25 % with respect to CH vh value. This diminution can be directly 

associated with that observed in Fig. 1, in which DD% is presented as a function of the 

deacetylation time. This behavior can be attributed to a systematic replacement of 

acetamide groups in GlcNAc residues by amine groups in the GlcN residues. The 

smaller size of the last one allows a better chain arrangement with the consequent 

diminution of the vh values (Anbinder et al., 2016). 

A drastic change in the nanohole size is observed for deacetylation times longer 

than 12 h; vh systematically increase when the treatment proceeds, while DD% slightly 

increases. Therefore, vh evolution cannot be only explained in the same terms of those 

used for the first stage. Under this frame, it must be considered that in addition to 

changes due to DD% variation with the treatment time, other variables correlated with 

the free volume should be playing an important role on the nanostructural changes in 

the chitosan samples.  
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Yu, Yahsi, McGervey, Jamieson & Simha (1994) used PALS to study the 

molecular weight-dependence of free volumes in monodisperse polystyrene samples in 

a wide range of MW. The reported results indicated that the samples with lower average 

molecular chains have bigger average nanohole sizes. The authors attributed this effect 

to the contribution of the chain ends to the free volume. From the free volume theory, it 

is well established that free volumes form close to the chain ends (Ferry, 1980). Based 

on the Flory-Fox equation, there is a relationship between the free volume and 

molecular weight. A decrease in the molecular weight is reflected in an increase of the 

free volume (Ferry, 1980). Therefore, the dominant parameter responsible for the 

systematic increase of vh observed for the samples treated between 12 and 48 h is the 

number of chain ends. On the other hand, for samples treated for times lower than 12 h, 

the effect of molecular weight changes on the free volume exists, but it is smaller than 

that of the deacetylation degree. 

Summarizing, during the first hours of treatment, when the deacetylation degree 

sharply increases, the acetamide group hydrolysis is the main process involved in the 

free volume changes. Once DD% reaches a plateau, depolymerization effects (i.e. 

generation of chain ends free volumes) become more important in the average free 

volume of chitosan samples. 

 

4. Conclusions 

For the present work, -chitin isolated from squid pens was deacetylated for 

increasing times to obtain chitosan powders with different deacetylation degrees. The 

results obtained indicate that the chitosan nanostructure could be tailored varying the 

deacetylation time. In this sense, the non-monotonous behavior observed for the average 

nanohole sizes for increasing treatment times would allow obtaining chitosan matrices 

with similar nanoholes structure with different deacetylation degrees and molecular 

weights. This special feature is of utmost importance when preparing chitosan matrices 

to fulfill specific requirements in their use in, for example, drug delivery or pollutant 

adsorption systems. 
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